
 April 19, 1985 
 
 NOTE FOR THE RECORD 
 
 
Subject: Visit of the AKRSP BOD to NAs & Chitral. 
 
 
April 19, 1985 
 
 
The following Directors arrived Gilgit by the helicopter at 1200 hours: 
 
1.  Mr. Ramzan Merchant   Chairman 
2.  Mr. Guillaume de Spoelberch  Director 
3.  Dr. Amir Mohammad   -do- 
4.  Mr. Robert d'Arcy Shaw   -do- 
5.  Mr. Nizar Mecklai   -do- 
6.  Mr. Iqbal Dossani   -do- 
7.  Mr. Afzal Ali    -do- 
 
 
The Directors drove straight to AKRSP offices and after meeting the staff in their respective office rooms, 
commenced the meeting of the BOD at 1300 hours which lasted till 2000 hours. From the Board meeting, the 
Directors went straight to HWK's residence who had hosted a dinner in their honour. 
 
April 20, 1985 
 
The Chairman along with M/S Spoelberch, Nizar Mecklai, Iqbal Dossani, Afzal Ali, SSK, HWK and KJ took off 
from Gilgit airport at 0830 hours and landed at Bombagh channel site at 1000 hours where the group was 
greeted by SOU Buni (MK, SA) along with about 50/70 villagers. The party inspected the Bombagh channel 
which is 26,400 feet long including 1000 feet of rocky area. The improvement and expansion of the channel at 
a total cost of Rs.266,000 would bring 250 acres of new land udder irrigation belonging to 52 members of 
Bombagh VO representing 43 households. On Bill's query about the number of mandays, the figure quoted 
was 7,000 skilled and 8,000 unskilled mandays. The increase in water supply has been seven times from one 
cusec to seven cusecs. On Chairman's query, the following information was given: 
 
It is a two-crop area and the total membership has increased to 60 members who have accumulated 
Rs.14,000 as savings. The VO took loan of Rs.32,036 for fertilizer which would be repaid by the due date i.e. 
April 28, 1985. Recounting the benefits by the improvement and expansion of the channel, The Manager of 
the VO informed the Chairman that due to increased water supply, their fruit trees have started bearing fruits 
and also enabled them to plant 3,500 new fruit trees and 4,000 other trees. The Chairman congratulated the 
President of the VO Muzaffar and the Manager Sardar Alam and other members on their splendid 
achievement and prayed for the prosperity and well-being of the VO. 
 
Mr. Afzal Ali who belongs to the area, stayed back at Bombagh and with SOU (Buni), the group next landed at 
Parawak channel site. This is a siphon irrigation channel which is estimated to cost Rs.962,000. This is the 
most expensive village project undertaken by AKRSP and the bulk of the cost is accounted for by 5,000 feet 
of 8" pipes. The PPI is expected to benefit the following VOs: 
 
1.  Miragam with 85 households 
2.  Parawak Bala with 97 households 
3.  Parawak Paeen with 140 households 
 
Their savings were reported to Rs.7,701, 12,786 and 19,300 respectively. More than 200 persons greeted the 
party on arrival. The Chairman was informed that nearly 3,000 feet of surface channel has been completed by 



the members of the VOs from March 24 for which no payment has been made and a request was made for 
payment for labour as has been done by AKRSP in case of other PPIs. SSK explained the strategy and 
methodology of AKRSP and underlined the fact that AKRSP's resources were limited and the help it could 
give to the VO, was only to complement and support the villagers' effort. AKRSP could never fully 
compensate them for their labour, determination and will. AKRSP's main source of strength was the villagers 
will and determination to participate in the process of development to improve their situation. SSK explained 
His Highness' vision of making villages in these isolated valleys self-reliant and independent in as many areas 
as possible. On the question of procurement of pipes, SSK clarified that the implementation and maintenance 
of a PPI was the sole responsibility of the VO. However, whatever technical support is needed, for example to 
determine quality and specifications of the pipes, would be provided by AKRSP. SSK's talk had the desired 
effect on the members present and they promised to their utmost in completing their project which was their 
own and also admitted that the help being given by AKRSP was sufficient. One of the office bearers of the VO 
thanked for the explanation. 
 
Next the party landed at Kargin and inspected the 250 feet protective bund under construction. The village 
has already constructed 600 feet of wooden and stone bunds and are now in the process of constructing 600 
feet of G.I. wire crated bunds. Syed Abid Shah Manager of the VO gave the savings as Rs.28,060. 
 
At Mastuj the office bearers of the VO greeted the party and informed the Chairman of the near completion of 
the seven miles channel. On a query as to what they were going to do with the additional Rs.300,000 received 
by the VO from the Governor of NWFP, the Manager informed that the members had worked on the channel 
on a daily wage of only Rs.15 per day and since June 1984, no one has received even that payment. They 
will use part of the additional grant in paying wages and the remainder in increasing the savings which 
currently amount to Rs.44,000. They explained to the Chairman and other members the immense benefits 
that would accrue with the construction of the new channel. 
 
As it was lunch time when the helicopter started negotiating the Shandur Pass, it was decided to lave lunch, 
literally on roof of the world. At 12,500 feet the Pass was still substantially covered with snow and the lakes 
were frozen solid. 
 
After lunch the party landed at Terru and viewed the newly constructed Terru channel which was completed 
last year and has benefitted 215 households who have now accumulated Rs.30,130 as savings. The livestock 
specialist trained at the AKRSP Training Centre, explained his working. On Chairman's query about the 
formalization of the VO, the members reacted positively to the proposed change in their status.d They also 
informed about the existence of a DJ School in the village. On Bill's query if the villagers were aware that their 
village has been introduced to the world through "Valleys in Transition", some  of the members 
enthusiastically received the information. 
 
At Sarabal the Directors saw land development in action where 447 kanals of new land is being developed by 
67 members. Currently 100 kanals are being planted with trees and 50 kanals with fodder. Their accumulated 
savings has been Rs.11,000 and they have benefitted from the 4-1/2 miles long Phander channel along with 
three other villages. The Directors also saw land development being done by the adjoining VO of Jafer Abad. 
 
Since the village supervisor of the area was also present, the Chairman enquired about his functions and 
activities. The village supervisor covered 19 adjoining villages covering a span of 34 miles and tried his best to 
visit the VOs atleast once a month. According to him the VOs were functioning properly. On a lighter vein, the 
Chairman remarked that the stones they had taken out, would be of great value in Karachi. The village 
supervisor requested for a firm order to enable him to supply the stones. 
 
Next the party landed at Hassis which completed its 10,200 feet PPI in one month (3.2.84 to 33.84) at a total 
cost of Rs.78,878. The VO has 133 members and has accumulated Rs.42,700 as its savings. The Manager 
informed the Directors that with the improvement and expansion of the channel, the water has increased six 
times increasing individual holdings by 33 kanals. Plans were afoot to develop 3 kanals immediately per 
member for which land development loan has been requested, without such loans the members were forced 
to go out of the village to earn a living. The Directors were informed that the VO has already planted approx. 
30,000 trees. 



 
On Chairman's query, he was informed that it was a one-crop area. The Chairman wondered if the Senior 
Agriculturist could do something in this regard. The members of the VO expressed their happiness with 
AKRSP and the Chairman prayed for their prosperity. 
 
At Dalnati the party met Manager Latif and other members of this entirely Sunni village where the VO has not 
only constructed protective works but has also fully repaired on at their own cost which was damaged by last 
year's unprecedented floods. According to the villagers, their village was saved by the protective bunds. 
Manager Latif informed the Chairman and other members that with the advent of AKRSP, the villagers have 
been awakened from sleep. They have learnt the value of collective work and collective savings which totalled 
Rs.22,000 of 58 members representing 40 households. He also informed the Chairman of the VO's plans to 
reclaim land with land development loans awaited from AKRSP. 
 
After an aerial view of the Skarkoi irrigation channel which has ensured regular and sufficient water supply to 
85 households for the first time during the months of March to May, the party landed at Gilgit airport by 1545 
hours. 
 
The GM and the MG hosted a dinner in honour of the Chairman and the members of the BOD at Chinar Inn 
which was attended by all the senior officials present at station. 
 
April 21, 1985 
 
The Chairman accompanied with Dr. Amir Mohammad, Mr. Spoelberch, SSK, HWK and KJ took off from the 
Gilgit airport at 0900 hours and in less than a few minutes landed at Shikyote irrigation channel site on top of a 
mound. The members walked along the newly constructed 10,000 feet long channel for part of the way. On 
Dr. Amir Mohammad's query the cost of construction was said to be Rs.100 per 100 running feet of the 
channel. It is likely to bring 831 kanals of new land under irrigation belonging to 90 members of the VO which 
was formed in January 1984 and has accumulated a total savings of Rs.7,000. As regards water distribution, 
the members informed that with the construction of the new channel, the problems would be completely 
solved and each member could have as much water as he desires.`The members assured the Directors of 
satisfactory arrangements for maintenance of the channel and against damage by animals. 
 
At Hanzel the Manager of the VO informed the Chairman about the formation of their organisation in 
December 1983 and accumulation of Rs.19,984 as savings. Their channel, which the BOD inspected, was 
begun on 19.11.1984 and is expected to be completed within a month, if they are able to get a compressor. In 
the meanwhile tree planting along the completed channel has been taken in hand. The VO has also availed of 
the fertilizer credit and training facilities for village specialists. Here also the VO Manager informed that with 
the construction of the channel, the supply has been increased tenfold thereby solving the problem of water 
distribution. He assured the Directors of converting the command area of the channel into greenland within a 
couple of years. The Manager of Hanzel, another Sunni village like Shikyote, spoke highly of the cooperative 
spirit of his co-villagers. 
 
From one extremity of Gilgit Tahsil, the party flew to the south-west extremity and landed at Shahtote, where 
26 households are trying to turn 760 kanals of their barren land into an oasis. The SO Gilgit Ikramullah Jan 
accompanied us, whereas the Architect Engineer Essa Khan had met the party at Hanzel. 
 
At Shahtote the party was greeted by Sultan Hamid, Intern SO recently confirmed as SO Gilgit since 
Ikramullah Jan is likely to shift to Baltistan. The Manager and members of the VO explained their village plan 
and also showed the completed channel and the area recently planted with trees, to the members. They also 
informed the Directors of the performance of their livestock specialist and thanked AKRSP for helping them in 
their isolation on poverty. The Chairman appreciated their brave effort and prayed for their prosperity. 
 
Next the helicopter headed towards Nagar and in the Bar valley landed at Murad Abad where 150/200 
villagers of Budalus, Dudalus, Par and Khaskar (Sadiqabad) met the Directors along with Noor Mohammad, 
SO and Hamza Khan, SE. NM introduced the Directors to the gathering and also explained the details of the 
four projects being undertaken in the area at a cost of Rs.250,000. The office bearers of Murad Abad VO 



explained their village plan comprising development of 1000 kanals of barren land for crops, orchards and 
forest. They regretted their inability to plant 10,000 trees in the current season due to the late completion of 
the irrigation channel. They also explained their plan to cross-breed cows with yaks for which purpose they 
had purchased a yak from Hanuchal area. They also requested for training facilities for the livestock specialist. 
The Chairman instructed the GM to arrange such facilities at an early date and prayed for the prosperity and 
well-being of the people of the Bar valley. The villagers thanked the Directors for their visit and expressed 
gratification at the assistance they were receiving from AKRSP. 
 
At Chalt where four organisations are collaborating to bring the Kurkundas under irrigation through siphon 
irrigation. The party was met by 100/150 villagers who showed the Directors the newly laid 1,000 feet pipes 
which had been joined by the village artisans. Four thousand feet of pipes remain to be fixed and according to 
the President of the Chalt Bala VO Mr. Latif is likely to take another month. One of the notables welcomed the 
Directors to the village who had already garlanded the Directors. The future planning of the Kurkundas was 
explained and also a reference was made to their dispute with village Rahbat Bala which forced them to take 
the water for the Das from the lower channel thus reducing the total command area by one thousand kanals 
to four thousand kanals. One of the members of the organization complained against the refusal of the VOs to 
give him and some others land in the Kurkundas area. SSK asked them to settle these disputes themselves 
as AKRSP was not competent to settle such disputes. 
 
From Chalt the helicopter flew to Gawachi siphon irrigation channel site. This is the extreme Gilgit Sub-
division village towards north; thus this morning the Directors were able to visit all the villages at the 
extremities of the Gilgit Sub-division besides visiting the Bar valley in Nagar Sub-division. The Directors were 
greatly impressed by the expertise and acumen of the villagers of Gawachi after seeing the 400 feet of 8" 
pipes suspended over a chasm 500 feet above the ground. Dr. Amir Mohammad described it as fantastic and 
probably not feasible from an engineering point of view. He observed that if he would not have personally 
seen it and only have been shown a photograph, he would have thought it a camera trick. Mr. Spoelberch 
commented that such trips make paper work at Geneva worthwhile. The Chairman greatly commended the 
performance of AKRSP in guiding and motivating the villagers and also suggested preparation of a one page 
history of each PPI village. 
 
On return to Gilgit, the Directors spent half an hour at the office to allow the helicopter to be refueled. Mr. Nizar 
Mecklai, Mr.Iqbal Dossani also greatly appreciated and praised the achievements of AKRSP. Mr. Dossani 
observed that he found much more done than what he had expected. The following comments were made in 
the Visitors' Book: 
 
Mr. Ramzan Merchant ... Chairman, AKRSP Board of Directors/Aga Khan Foundation (Pakistan) 
 
"I visited a number of villages during two helicopter missions on April 20 and 21, 1985 and I was tremendously 
impressed with work done by villagers under guidance of AKRSP and particularly its General Manager Shoaib 
Sultan Khan and Hussain Wali Khan. I congratulate all the VOs and all members of staff of AKRSP concerned 
with the work and project. Well done". 
 
Mr. Bill Spoelberch...  General Manager, Aga Khan Foundation, Geneva. 
 
"The work being done here and the changes reflected in the villages, is tremendously inspiring. 
Congratulations to all involved". 
 
Dr. Amir Mohammad ... Chairman, Pakistan Agricultural Research Council, Islamabad. 
 
" 
Very inspiring and impressive achievements. A truly missionary job which is transforming abjectly poor rural 
communities". 


